FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
TEAMS DEFEATED
Malden Y. M. C. A., Wine Two Games
-Ramsay and Ramsey Star-
Score, 32-24.

The Freshman Basketball Team lost its game with the Malden Y. M. C. A. Team Saturday evening by a score of 32 to 24. Tech '17 outplayed the Y. M. C. A. men in the first half, but scored at the end of the half being 12 to 5 in Tech's favor. Malden came back strong, however, and won by clever team work and good shooting. Ramsey and Rausch were the individual stars of the game.

The second team game resulted in a defeat for Tech '17 by a score of 11 to 5.

The summary for the first team game:

Tech '17
Malden, 11
Ramsay, 5, Bund, 4, Tu-eri, 4
Referee

The duties and plans will be announced by the Tech Show, which aims to fit the student to meet the new date, if one is settled upon, will be under direct supervision of the General Manager when he enters the workings of the Show, and the Manager will be under direct supervision of General Manager. The Tech Show will meet all candidates for Assistant Publicity Manager Meet Today.

WRESTLING TEAM
WINS ANOTHER
Beverly Y. M. C. A. Completely Out-
classed—Every Bout Goes To Tech.

Tech Wrestling team continued its string of victories Saturday evening when it defeated the Beverly Y. M. C. A. team and Markham Y. M. C. A. team, bringing out. Loo had his opponent in the defensive all the time, and nearly got a fall just before the end of the six-minute period.

One theory of education comprises training in ability to think, to establish and to conduct a class as a unit; the other is merely a system of accumulation of facts and knowledge. The real value of a college education lies in the acquirement of that training. Each makes a man fit to pick out the valuable and important things in life. A college is thus a school to make a man to handle circumstances. To illustrate the value of this training to handle complicated questions, an instructor asked how soon he could be ready to take the job, replied that he would take it at once. Consequently he bought a Greek book, studied all night on the alphabet and fundamentals, and the next day was prepared. In the first lesson he kept one lesson ahead of the class, and in that way completed the year's work ahead of the students. His show-

Soph Game Canceled

Manager Decree of the Sopho-
more basketball team announces that the Boston Y. M. C. A. has cancelled its game with Tech, which was to be played Saturday night, with a 30-yard dash open the meet. The final run was run later, but only three stayed to run. Pyle started from the 12-yard line, Friend had nine yards and Nousimi six. The race was snappy and there was little interference. Friend and Nousimi both drew a little on Pyle at first, but Pyle put in a good effort and friend when Nousimi tried to pass Friend the former was pushed off the track. This finished the competition, the three men finishing in the order of their speed. The time of the run was 47 seconds flat.

J. J. Donnelly '17
WINS EIGHT-LAP RUN
Teeton '15, In Good Shape, Wins
Highly load all the team work Of Competitors.

Last Saturday the first scrub meet of the season was held in the Gym. Many underclassmen were out and the Competition was keen 17 to 18 to keep the spectators interested from start to finish. One great difficulty characterized the longer distance races, namely, the inability of the runners to pass those in front because of the short straightaway and the banked curves. The danger of splashing was very great and it was very cold, the only one who drew up at the last moment to prevent a dangerous accident.

The score at the end of the half between the two teams was Tech '17 5, Lossm 0. Five heats were necessary to eliminate for the semifinals, which were won by the first two, and in that way completed the year, three were in number. Day '17 won the first semi-final, W. S. Thomas '15 the second, and Lossm 10th. These three started in the final. Day had three yards handicap, Thomas Loomis 15, and Lossm 10. This brought out. Loo had his opponent in the defensive all the time, and nearly got a fall just before the end of the six-minute period.

The 30-yard dash opened the meet. Five heats were necessary to eliminate for the semifinals, which were won by the first three, and four others were given to Tech men on decisions.

In view of the fact that two of the three opponents, there were no bouts in the 158-pound class; but Morse '15 gave them a hard time with the front, and outclassed him completely.

Kelly '15 won easily from Beck in the remarkably short time of 55 seconds, and Smythe-Martin '17 threw him in the same time. The other bouts were won on decisions.

The prettiest contest was between Loo and Musharall, in which the line points of the game were admirably brought out. Loo had his opponent in the defensive all the time, and nearly got a fall just before the end of the six-minute period.

Doc Leslie, the former Harvard strong man, won from Nousimi, who is the national Y. M. C. A. champion.

One significant feature of the match was the presence of the Marblehead central. The Tech team will meet the Marblehead team next Sat-

T. C. A. SPEAKER THURSDAY
Mr. Edwin Mulready Of Probation Commission To Speak.

The T. C. A. has secured Mr. Ed-
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